CASE STUDY
I N D U S T R Y : Aerospace
P R O J E C T : Robotic Hot Forming Process
C U S T O M E R : Manufacturer of Fasteners for
Aerospace Industry

THE CHALLENGE
Following on from two successful process automation
projects, TF was commissioned to provide a solution to
automate a time consuming parts-handling manual process
for one of the world's leading supplier of fasteners to the
aerospace industry.
The manual hot forming process involved an operator
performing three operations by hand to thread the
individual fasteners. The process was slow and laborious
with the opportunity for operator error and poor consistency.
The key was to design and engineer an automated process
to improve output efficiency and maintain consistent quality
which is crucial in the aerospace industry.

THE SOLUTION
Our in-house team designed and manufactured a bespoke
machine using a robot to carry out the product handling
task. One of the remits was also to ensure that if the robot
failed, the process could still be carried out manually – so
the machine was designed with enough space to allow for
this eventuality.
This hot forming process now produces around 66% more
parts per hour than the original manual process. Due to
the production efficiencies achieved by this installation
and the improvement in output as well as quality and
consistency, a second machine is being commissioned.
Once both machines are up and running, output will be at
4 times that of the original manual system.
We provided the client with a cost effective solution,
enabling them to work quicker and smarter and realise the
improved output efficiencies.

GET IN TOUCH

TF Automation is a team of dedicated designers and engineers working with manufacturers across a wide range of industries on
small to medium sized process automation projects. With over 40 years’ experience, we have the ability to asses and understand
the needs and requirements of each individual project and customer ensuring the best solution.

For more information on this and other projects, please contact us!

T: 01274 308005 E: info@tfautomation.co.uk
www.tfautomation.co.uk

